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Click here to see this document with diagrams for the SGI version of the
software. 

 

See this link for an overview of the program 

Silicon Graphics Installation

Create a new directory and copy the contents of the "sgi" directory of the distribution CD to that new directory. If files end up having uppercase names as a result of the
transfer from the CD, they should be renamed to be all lower case. 

Issue the command xg while in the installation directory or enter the full path to the program if in a different directory. 

Windows Installation

Create a new directory and copy the contents of the Windows directory to that new directory. Add a desk-top icon for the program by right-clicking on your main display
and choose New->Shortcut. Browse to find the XG.EXE program in the directory you have just created. A radiation symbol icon will be added to your desktop. 

Double click on the desktop icon to launch the program, or go to the installation directory and issue the command XG. 

If the program generates an error message about a missing CTL3D32.DLL file, there are Windows'95/98 and Windows NT versions of this file in the WINDOWS
directory of the CD. Copy the appropriate file to the SYSTEM directory of your WINDOWS folder, renaming it to CTL3D32.DLL. 

Setup

The fundamental program parameters may be modifed by accessing the Setup menu from the File pull-down, which is used to modify the xg.inf file. In general, however, it
is best to use a text editor to modify the xg.inf file before starting up the program to make sure that the serial port is correctly assigned. Otherwise, there is a possibility that
the program will send a command down a serial cable attached to another device, with unpredictable results. 

xg.inf looks like this: 

        ComPort: 2
        Refresh: 10000
        kVRange: 20 50 2
        mARange: 10 100 2
        Power:   5400
        ShutDown: 20 2 10 2 120

The most important parameter to look at to get going is the ComPort -- set it to whatever port you plug your generator into. The serial cable for XG control is the same type
as the one used to control the R-AXIS. 

Note -- for SGI installations, make sure that the serial port that is being used to control the generator does not have any special settings (e.g. as a printer, or read-only or a
terminal port). If you get a message on start-up which indicates that a connection to the generator cannot be established, first check all of the attributes (including
ownership) of the tty port. 

The other setup parameters can be changed using the setup menu. 
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serial port: 
The number of the serial port (1-4) to which the generator is connected. 

refresh rate: 
There is very little direct feedback from the generator. Only alarms send out unsolicited information. If
someone goes by the machine and manually changes the voltage or shuts down the X-rays, no
information is sent out. For that reason, this program works on a polling mechanism. Every "x"
seconds, the program polls the generator for its current state and updates the display. The value of "x" is
the refresh rate, which, in the xg.inf file, is multiplied by 1000. 

voltage (kV): 
current (mA): 
power (kW): 

The generator tells the program what the maximum and minimum allowed kV/mA values are -- modify
these in Setup to reflect what your preferred maximum values are. If you restrict an RUH3R fine focus
system to 5.4 kW, 50 kV, 100 mA, the interface will not send out a change which exceeds any of these
values (e.g. 60 kV, 20 mA will not go even though it is less than 5.4 kW because of the 50 kV
restriction). 

The step value is the change in current or voltage which is implemented by clicking an up-arrow or
down-arrow from the manual control menu. 

 

Note that for the SGI version, the xg.inf file can be stored in a directory separate from the one from which the program is launched. The environment variable
XG_INF_PATH should point to the directory in which this file is located in this case. 

Edit

Scripts may be created using any text editor, but the interface provides an editor for
creating new scripts or modifying existing ones. This menu allows you to load in an
existing script with the File->Loadoperation. Entries in the script may be modified or
deleted, and new entries can be inserted. 

 

Control

The main display of the interface is "read-only". This is to prevent users from inadvertently changing the generator
settings by clicking in the wrong window. If you want to control the generator by hand, go to the Control menu, which
allows you to do anything you could do if you were at the control panel of the generator. When you are in the Control
menu, automatic updates to the main window are turned off to prevent collision of commands from the manual control
and auto-update. They are restored to operation when you leave the menu. 

Many of the control menu commands are validated by interrogating the user. Turning off the generator power while at
full running voltage and current will result in a query as to whether an orderly shutdown should be performed or if the
power should be cut immediately. 

A time-stamped logfile is created (xg.log) which shows all manual controls as well as any alarms that were triggered by
the generator. This info also appears at the winterm from which XG was started (SGI version). 

 

Tasks

Custom scripts

The Tasks pulldown menu allows you to select some automatic operations for the generator. The entries in this menu will vary depending
on what user-defined scripts (.scp files) are installed. 

A few scripts have been provided with the installation. These are samples only. You should modify them to your own power-up
specifications. Script files must end in ".scp" -- these files will be installed in the Tasks pulldown when the program starts up or if a new
script is created using the interface editor. 

For the SGI version, scripts may be stored in a directory other than the one in which the program is located. This allows users to maintain
their own scripts in their own directory trees. The environment variable XG_SCP_PATH should point to the script directory before
starting the program in this case. 
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The scripts are quite simple. The first line is the description. Note the format of this line in the sample scripts provided.. The text before the "+" sign will appear next to the
file name in the Tasks pulldown menu. The text after the "+" is a lengthier description -- this will show up on the status line in the Windows version. On each line after the
heading, the power settings are listed: kV, mA, number of seconds to stay at that setting. 

Note that in some sample scripts, the mA are reduced before the kV are increased the next step. If you choose to
do this, you should use a waiting time of 10 seconds or less. If you should happen to abort a script and then
re-start it with the power at non-minimum settings, the script execution will parse the script file up until it finds
the next higher power setting than the current one which has a wait time of more than 10 seconds. 

An "END" statement ends the script. Scripts may be modified by hand or using the Edit command from the
interface. You can load an old script, save it with a new name and description, then add, modify or delete entries. 

Before each step of a custom script is executed, the complete status of the generator is examined. If anything
happens during the execution of the script which causes the X-rays to be shut off, the script is rewound back to
the beginning. The system will be brought back up in an orderly fashion. Up to three attempts will be made to
restart the TMP, turn on the generator power, spin the target or turn on the X-rays. After that, the script will
self-abort. Checks are made for the vacuum level at each step. If the vacuum drops to an unacceptable level, the
script will pause for 30 seconds before checking again. 

If any alarms are detected during the execution of a script, the interface will wait five minutes before attempting
anything else. This would allow for the system to stabilize, TMP to spin down, etc. 

While a task is running, the status of the script is displayed on the status line. For custom scripts (.scp files) the
display is updated every five seconds to show the amount of time remaining in the current operation. Scripts may
be halted using the Abort button. 

 

Internal scripts

After the local script files, a number of internal tasks are listed in this menu. These powering down scripts cannot be changed by the user. They allow controlled shut-down
operations to various levels -- x-rays off, vacuum off, complete power off. 
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Turn down X-rays 
This is a special task which allows you to reduce the X-ray power
settings to a desired value over a specified time period. A menu will
appear when this task is requested, allowing you to specify the final
kV, mA values, the respective step sizes and the total time to get
there. 

The Save button allows the current menu settings to be saved in the
xg.ing file. Note that the file is not updated simply by using those
values -- you must explicitly save them. 

 

Delayed task 
This menu allows you to pick a script and set days, hours and minutes
until it will start. When you select Run, a confirmation dialog will
appear which gives the explicit time at which the script will begin
running. The status line of the interface will continually display the
fact that a delayed task has been requested along with the "Idle"
statement so that someone can look at the screen and know that it is
going to kick in, and at what time. 

 

 

Abort

While a task is running, the status of the script is displayed on the status line. For custom scripts (.scp files) the display is updated every five seconds to show the amount of
time remaining in the current operation. 

Select "Abort" to cancel a script while it is operating. 

Help

Please register as a user of this software by e-mailing brv@msc.com. This will enable me to notify you of bug fixes and new version availability. 

Any and all bugs, comments and suggestions will be appreciated. 
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